
Cartoons and
Democracy
Teachers' Notes

untitled by Glen Le Lievre, Political Cartoonist of the Year 2021,



Remember...�in�a�democracy,
a�voice�has�power!
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Freedom of Speech
In Australia’s democracy, freedom of speech is important. 
This can take many forms, including the freedom to draw. 

 
The media often includes cartoons to accompany other journalism and the

cartoonists are free to express their views. They help society discuss political
and social issues.

Points for Discussion:

What are some of the ways we

can exercise our freedom of

speech and freedom of

expression in Australia? 

Freedom of speech:

“One key indicator of democracy is

the freedom of its citizens to criticise

the powerful. If you want to gauge

that freedom, look no further than at

the cartoonist. In some countries you

might find not many, as the

cartoonists will have sensed which

way the wind was blowing and

disappeared…or been arrested, or

imprisoned or erased somehow

already” 

- Cathy Wilcox, opening of Behind the Lines,

2020. 
What issues are important to

you? Where can you learn more

about these issues? How can you

share your views?

Consider Meg O'Shea's comment

about the rise of social media.

What benefits and challenges

can you identify for young and

emerging artists having their say

through social media? 

Power of cartoons:

"Since I realised comics and

cartooning were a really good way

to clearly and simply communicate

complex things, it felt like a good

place to start talking about and also

working through a lot of things that

were quite important to me. With the

rise of social media, there's a huge

platform available to anyone so

people are more willing to accept

cartoons as something that can kind

of punch you in the face."

- Meg O'Shea, Behind the Lines, 2021 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7BH9BhUJhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7BH9BhUJhQ


So, what is a
Political Cartoon?

Political cartoonists draw cartoons of politicians and public figures 

to make a point (and usually a joke) about a certain issue of the day.

What issues are important to young people? How could you use a cartoon to

express your view on one of these issues? 

How might a personal issue be impacted by politics? What change could you

advocate for, to improve this issue? 

Examine your social media feed, favourite content creators or favourite artists for

ways that people advocate for change in society. How is this linked to politics?

What 'relationships of power' can you identify in relation to current social issues? 

    Points for Discussion:

"The bottom line about cartooning in

general, is that it is story telling. So there

is the old standard stuff, putting the prime

minister in a silly hat and outfit, but there

is also a real trend in a lot of the new kind

of cartooning by younger people as well –

when it’s to do with politics, it more

personal. Because politics isn’t about the

politicians, politics is about relationships

of power on all levels…" 
 

- Fiona Katauskas, Behind the Lines, 2021

�
political�cartoons�are�part�

of�the�debate,�
�

that�makes�Australia’s
democracy�great!



Let’s dig into history

Recent examples to consider...
What point is being made in these cartoons?

Team Australia, Mark Knight, 2021

Full House, Glen Le Livre, 2021



Let’s dig into history

Cartoons and Democracy

The historical period in which they were made
The political issues of the time
The social norms, values and behaviours of society
AND the opinions and biases of the cartoonist. 

 
Political cartoons reflect the context in which they were created:

Multiple�cartoons�
may�be�made�about
the�same�issue...

What are some of the rights and freedoms that we enjoy in ou Democracy? 

What are some social norms, values and behaviours in today’s Australian society?

Do these differ according to age, gender, time, culture? Any other considerations?

How might the personal bias of a cartoonist be evident in their work? Does it

matter if a political cartoonist is biased towards/against a particular group of

people or way of thinking? 

Explore the Behind the Lines collections from the last five years or use the

Recurring Themes comparative resource to investigate how political issues have

changed or stayed the same over time. 

 
Points for Discussion:

...but�each�cartoonist
will�express�their�own
view,�in�their�own

way!�
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Looking funny – 
the point of caricature
Let’s dig into history

Cartoons and Democracy

They comment on the strengths and weaknesses of Australia’s democracy

They critique key figures who impact on our democracy including politicians,

celebrities, business people and other leaders

They communicate social movements and political change.

How do political cartoons contribute to our democracy? 

Why might a political cartoon be an effective way to communicate information

on an issue?

Find an example of where a political cartoon has been presented alongside

another persuasive piece (such as an editorial, opinion piece or speech). What is

the impact of including the cartoon? Compare and contrast the messages in

both pieces and identify whether the cartoon has enhanced, or detracted, from

the message of the main piece.

Investigate how political cartoons are published and shared on social media

sites. What impact do you think these cartoons have within public debate?

Create a cartoon that depicts only the most crucial aspect of a recent news 

 story. How will you use visual techniques such as caricature, symbolism and

captions to show your opinion of what has happened, or been said? Reflect on 

 the skills you needed to demonstrate in order to present an opinion using a

succinct political cartoon. 

About Political Cartoonists:

“By distilling political arguments and criticisms into clear, easily digestible (and at

times grossly caricatured) statements, they have oiled our political debate and

helped shape public opinion.” 

- Peter Greste, Australian Journalist, Behind the Lines 2015 Exhibition Guide foreword.

Points for Discussion:



Looking funny – 
the point of caricature
Let’s dig into history
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Cartoons and Democracy:
 Historic Tradition

Australia, like many other democracies in the world, has a strong historic
tradition of political cartooning. We value our cartoonists as artists, and

for their commentary on political issues.

What stands out to you?

Who are the politicians included in this cartoon? 

Consider the visual techniques, the caption and historical context. What message

might the artist be conveying through this piece?

What more would you like to find out about this issue? What were other

cartoonists and political commentators saying at the time? Have things changed?

Consider the cartoon above:

Royal Row by John Firth, The Herald, 7 June, 1963

Context of the cartoon:
 

The Prime Minister's suggestion to call
the new decimal currency the Royal was
being met by opposition from the public,
in the form of informal polls, letters to
the editor and word of mouth. Few were
keen on the idea.  

Source: John Frith: the art of politics 

I’ve got a feeling this is getting worse.

Points for Discussion:

Behind the Lines - the Freedom to Draw 

The Best of - John Frith

You can use these discussion points to investigate other historical cartoons too! 

Explore more historical cartoons here:

https://frith.moadoph.gov.au/the-cartoons/21-royal-row/
https://frith.moadoph.gov.au/the-cartoons/21-royal-row/
https://behindthelines.moadoph.gov.au/2015/the-freedom-to-draw
https://behindthelines.moadoph.gov.au/2015/the-freedom-to-draw
https://frith.moadoph.gov.au/the-best-of/


Looking funny – 
the point of caricature
Let’s dig into history

Identify the political issue being discussed. Is this something that is still discussed
today, or has this issue been resolved?
Identify the historical period represented. Describe what you know of this time in
history. What are the possible social norms and values of the time?
What similarities and differences do you notice between the historical context of
this cartoon and your own experience in the present day? 

Consider the context of this cartoon:

Historic context...

His Master’s Voice, Will Mahony, 1938

Context of the Cartoon:

Drawing on the trademark image
of record company His Master’s
Voice, Will Mahony reacts to
government censorship and
immigration policies in the 1930s.
In a deafening tirade he
catalogues the cases of Mabel
Freer, Egon Kisch, Alfred Foster
and Gerald Griffin. Kisch and
Griffin had been denied entry to
Australia due to their political
views. Freer, a white woman born
in India, was excluded by the
notorious dictation test and the
political speeches of judge Alfred
Foster had been censored by the
government. 

Points for Discussion:

Examining historic political cartoons helps us understand a range of
perspectives on historical events and political policies. It also helps us see 

 how attitudes and values have changed over time. 

https://behindthelines.moadoph.gov.au/2015/the-freedom-to-draw/his-masters-voice
https://behindthelines.moadoph.gov.au/2015/the-freedom-to-draw/his-masters-voice


Looking funny – 
the point of caricature
Let’s dig into history

Drawing the Truth?

“Despite the increasing
difficulties in separating

misinformation and opinion
from matters of fact, our

cartoonists are champions
when it comes to cutting

through the rhetoric,
skewering the fake and

talking truth to power…”

Daryl Karp - Introduction to
Behind the Lines 2018

Consider the meaning of terms such as ‘misinformation', 'disinformation', 'spin'

and 'rhetoric'. How are these different to 'opinion'?    

What role do political cartoons play in our democracy? 

Explain why 'talking truth to power' is important. What does it mean to you?

Points for Discussion:



Looking funny – 
the point of caricature
Let’s dig into history

Cartoons and Democracy

‘Everyone has 
the right to freedom 

of opinion and expression; 
this right includes freedom 

to hold opinions without 
interference and to seek, 

receive and impart information
and ideas through any media 

and regardless of frontiers.’

United Nations’ Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of 1948

to which Australia is a signatory 

Points for Discussion:

What might change if we did not have the right to freedom of opinion and
expression? 
What responsibilities come with our right to freedom of opinion and expression?
How do you uphold these responsibilities in your community?  


